
Temple board minutes 

 Feb 23, 2021 

 

Present: Leta, Judy, Shani, Olivia, Miles, Nathanial, Josh, Amy, Margaret, Michelle, Cary, 

Melody, Tori, Dave, Ziesel, Josh, Melissa, Rabbi Shifra 

Guests: Lenore, Risa, Sarah Tziporah 

 

I. Jewish journey and d’var Torah: Melissa  

 

II. Consent agenda 

A. Procurement process: Brief discussion 

Posting by Scott on chat suggesting changes to ranges on the procurement docs.  

Miles responds: committee changed ranges that he originally proposed to make them 

more flexible. Multiple bids are only required over $10K.  

Scott also suggests giving priority to TBE members of 2 years or longer 

Miles responds that that policy would overcomplicate procurement process 

Amy suggests: if we are only choosing 1 person for a project under $10K, it should 

ideally be a TBE member 

After discussion, no changes were made to the policy. 

B. Minutes 

MOTION to approve the Consent Agenda passed unanimously. 

 

III. Building and Grounds (BG) committee report 

BG will propose a fixed amount to keep in reserve to cover unforeseen repairs and 

maintenance and also to fund long-term needs, such as resurfacing the parking lot. BG 

is going to work on a budget for that amount and will come back to board with a 

specific number. It might be two meetings ahead before board will have that 

information. 

For now, committee recommends keeping $80K in Building fund until BG comm can come 

back with a definite recommendation. After bathrooms there will probably be about 

$80-90K. So basically, BG recommends not spending any more money for now.  

Updates: Termite work done. Leak in café completed for no cost. Furnace will be close to 

$10K (already approved). Bathrooms are almost done.  

Committee thinks that the social hall floor should be repaired before we reopen. Should be 

about $20-30K. Also painting of walls in social hall should be completed.   

Josh: Because there is no proposal, there is no need for a motion. BF will remain intact. 

Consensus agreement 
 

IV. ED report 

We are 8% past the higher dues budget and only 3% behind where we were last year in terms of 

dues. Hardest hit area is the temple school—changes between in-person and on-line school have 

been difficult to deal with. Tanya is working on old PPP and new PPP. Working with Cary on 

preparing reports with narrative component. Bathroom project is in the home stretch; permit 

sign-off next week, but some details still to be completed. In one month they’ll be complete, but 

will be usable before that time. 

 



Kudos to Shelley Sonnenberg and Rick Hochler. Board should do something to honor them. 

TBD. 

 

Membership renewal information: 

Number of Renewals through Jan 31: 533 % of Congregation Renewed 93% 

Number of these families who renewed higher: 331; Increased amount: $81,952.51 

Number of families who renewed at same level: 107; Change: $0.00 

Number of these families who renewed lower: 95; Lost Dues: ($39,056.43) 
 
  

$795,923.00       $749,000 
  

FYE 2020 FYE 2020 
 

FYE 2021 FYE 2021 
 

FYE 2019 Actual $ % of Budget 
 

Actual $ % of Budget 

1-Aug $ 252,009.59 $ 400,101.59 50% 
 

$ 424,164.94 57% 

1-Sep $ 436,825.63 $ 574,134.18 72% 
 

$ 567,485.35 76% 

1-Oct $ 521,191.92 $ 705,965.71 89% 
 

$ 654,507.92 87% 

1-Nov $ 586,284.75 $ 736,166.71 92% 
 

$ 698,781.56 93% 

1-Dec $ 638,390.63 $ 749,528.47 94% 
 

$
 742,437.5
6 

99%  

1-Jan $ 682,410.75 $ 779,789.27 98% 
 

$
 761,757.9
7 

102% 

1-Feb $ 708,755.35 $ 790,982.70 99% 
 

$
 773,511.5
5 

108% 

 

V. Jewish journeys 

March: Amy with Sarah-Tzipora 

April: Sarah-Tzipora Jewish journey 

 

VI. Rabbi Shifra spiritual reflection 

Temple school advisory committee meeting generated lots of ideas for next year: on line 

continuation along with in-person classes. Last Sun the kids baked humantashen and 

made baskets to distribute them.  

Purim: in-person celebration in preparation. 

Friday: Rock Shabbat on line 

Some temple member deaths from COVID; for example, Dave Roberts. On-line memorial 

for him. 

 

CLOSED SESSION on personnel matters followed the general meeting. 

ADJOURNED at 9:00 pm. 


